
ON THE ANALYTIC SPECTRUM OF ARENS

LUCIEN WAELBROECK

The object of this note is to show that the "analytic spectrum"
of a = (al9 , an) defined by Arens [1] is the complement of the largest
open set X in Cn, on which locally bounded functions, u^s), , un(s)
can be found, which satisfy identically the equation

Σ{a, - sjiφ) = 1 .

We shall have to prove that the existence of bounded functions satis-
fying this relation in the neighbourhood of the point t implies the
existence of analytic functions, which satisfy this equation on a neigh-
bourhood of t that may be smaller than the original one. The main
tool in our proof will be statement B, p. 101, of [4],

l Arens calls a "topological algebra" an algebra, s/, with a
locally convex structure making the product a continuous mapping of
j / x j / into s^f, and having further the property that the closed
convex span of a compact set is compact. The first thing we shall
show is that s>/ is made into an "algebre a bornes complete" according
to the terminology of [3], when we define as bounded for the structure
of s$? precisely those sets which are bounded for the topology. It
will clearly be sufficient to show that absolutely convergent series
converge, that is, that Izfa converges when bi is a bounded sequence
of Stf while Zi is a sequence of positive reals such that Σz{ < oo.

The sequence of partial sums of the series is obviously a Cauchy
sequence. To prove it converges, it is sufficient to show that it is a
sequence of elements of a compact set. But we can always find
sequences yif z[, which are positive, real, and such that ^—^0, Σz[< oo,
*i = VX (when Σz{ < oo). We let b[ = y}>i%

The sequence 6 converges to zero. The points 6 are the elements
of a set whose closure is compact, whose closed convex span is there-
fore compact. Let Br be that closed convex span.

Let M = Σz\. The partial sums of the series Σzfa — Σz% belong
to MB'. This proves the series converges. Hence Sf is a δ-algebra.

2. We shall simplify the terminology by calling henceforth the
"espaces a bornes complets" and the "algebres a bornes completes" of
[4]: "6-spaces" and "6-algebras". The results we shall use being
generally true for 6-algebras, it is interesting to have conditions on
an algebra s^f on which a locally convex structure is besides defined,
which ensure that s*f is a 6-algebra, when we define as bounded the
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topologically bounded sets.
In the first place, sf must be a 6-space. As we have said above,

it is sufficient that absolutely convergent series converge, and this
condition is not only sufficient, but also necessary.

Further, the product must be bounded. This will of course be
the case when the product is a continuous mapping of J ^ x s/ into
S/. But weaker continuity conditions on the product are sufficient
to ensure its boundedness, when absolutely convergent series converge.
In fact, the Banach-Steinhaus theorem shows that seperate continuity
is sufficient.

The proof here is exactly the same as that given in [3] in quasi-
complete spaces, and in [2] when the algebra is sequentially complete.
We can apply Banach-Steinhaus because the hypothesis implies that
every bounded set B is included in a bounded set B\ which is the
unit sphere for some complete normed space structure defined on a
vector subspace of s/'.

From now on, j y will be a commutative 6-algebra with unit.
We shall identify the unit of szf with the complex number 1, and
the product of the unit by the number s with s itself.

3. Let (au , αn) e sfn, let (tlf - ,tn)eCn (where C is the
complex field) and assume that there exist a neighbourhood ^ of t —
(*i> "*,*»)> a n d bounded s/-valued functions nΎ(β), •• ,MΛ(S) on ^ Ί ,
which satisfy the equation

identically on ^ Ί .
We can choose ε small enough, so that the neighbourhood of t

defined by the inequalities |s 4 — ί* | < 2ε(i = 1, •••,%) is included in
^ Ί , and shall call %s2 the set of (sl9 , sn) satisfying the inequalities
\Si - U\ < e (i == 1, -- ,n) .

Two auxiliary δ-algebras will be useful in the proof, j^f will be
the algebra of all bounded s/-valued holomorphic functions on ^/^ a
subset B of J^ being bounded when the set Br of all f(z), feB,
ze U2 is a bounded subset of s/.

We shall also have to consider the algebra called Θ(s; do; j&[) in
[4]. This is the algebra of all J^-valued functions, φ, of the varia-
bles s, which are defined on Cn, and have the property that do(s)Nφ(s)
is a bounded J^f-valued functions, for N large enough, when δQ(s) =
(1 + I s | 2)- 1 / 2.

Stf[ being an algebra of functions of z, θ(s; δo; j&Z) is an algebra
of s/-valued functions of (z, s) which are defined on ^ 2 x Cn, and are
holomorphic on <ĝ 2 for s constant. These functions have further the
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property that (1 + | s \2)~Nl2φ(zf s) is a bounded j^f -valued function
when N is large enough. (They have polynomial growth in s, uni-
formly in function of z).

4. We wish to show that the ideal generated by ax — zl9 , an — zn

in SfΎ is the unit ideal (i.e. that this ideal contains the unit of j ^ ,
and is therefore equal to s^[ itself). Statement B, p 101, of [4] shows
that it is sufficient to prove that the ideal generated by ax — zl9 ,
>an — zn, zλ — s19 , zn — sn in θ(s; δo; j^J) is the unit ideal.

Bounded j^-valued functions u^s) are given on ^ l 9 which satisfy
the equation

Σiβi - Si)Ui(s) = 1

identically on ^/λ. When s e vl9 we write U^z, s) = Vi(z9 s) — u^s).
When s g ^flf we select an index j 9 depending on s, and such that

\ SJ — tj I > 2ε; we define U^z, s), Vi(z9 s) by

Ui(z9 s) = 0 for all ί

V{{z, s) = 0 for i Φ j

Vό{z, s) = ^
Z3- ~ Sj

This defines Ufa s)9 Vfa s) for all {z, s)e^/2x Cn. These are holo-
morphic functions of z, and bounded s/-valued functions of (z, s),
they belong therefore to Θ(s; 30; j&ϊ). They satisfy identically the
equation

1 = Σ(at - Zi)Ut(z, s) + Σ{Zi - 8ι)VAz, s) .

And we know that this can only happen when there exist elements

u[(s), •• ,K(β), ίn -S&Ίf which satisfy the equation

This is the required result, since the functions u{ are holomorphic.
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